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1 of 20 Gate Designer Gary McBournie and Bill Richards, partners in life and work, transformed a 1940 farm on Nantucket, an island known as the Grey Lady, into an idyllic new home away from home. A star-view hedge and a glossy blue door greet visitors. 2 of the 20 Courtyard Welsh terrier couple, Winston, salons in the garden, which used to be a parking lot. At the centre of
the walkway, an English armilar sphere circa-1890 serves as a sculpture. 3 out of 20 Living Room To stay on budget, McBournie initially resisted lifting the living room ceiling, which was flat. But Bill found those powerful abstract paintings by Silvio Cattani and fell in love, he says. They were too big to stay in the room without raising the ceiling. Carpet, Stark. Vintage chandelier,
Stilnovo. 4 of 20 Fireplace In the living room, the mix includes vintage armchairs by Edward Wormley upholstered in the pumpkin-hued Prestwick wool satin from Schumacher, a blue glass mirror by FontanaArte, and a glass-topped rattan part table. Our previous homes were historic houses, and the style of decoration reflected that - this house is easier and fun, says Richards. We
combined the mid-century and 1970s design with bits from Nantucket and a slight nautical feel. 5 of 20 Library Originally a small bedroom, the couple turned this space into a library with the help of a memorable material by Bob Collins &amp; Sons. The room includes hidden doors leading to a full bathroom and closet. 6 of 20 McBournie's dining room covered the dining room walls
with reflective champagne on the Wall Pewter Leafcover by Phillip Jeffries. It's very nice at night, with candles lit, he says. Provides a soft, dull reflection with a lot of heat. Chairs, Duane Modern. 7 of 20 Bar Cart A vintage basket bar by Paul McCobb for Calvin is always well stocked and ready for entertainment. 8 of 20 Kitchen A chessboard in Benjamin Moore's Racing Orange
lights up the mostly white kitchen. Boxes in Hollandlac Brilliant White of fine paints from Europe. 9 of 20 Bedroom Guest House has become a meeting place for McBournie's friends and family every summer. He used soft, blue, and green oranges to create this welcoming room. 10 of 20 McBournie's antique accents combined custom touches of Pioneer Linens embroidered
bedding with vintage pieces, such as the brass mirror that hangs over the lacquered chest of drawers by C.J. Peters. 11 of 20 Bob Collins &amp; Sons' Upholstery Walls in the guest room reflect the sense of light and joy McBournie sought for the house. 12 of 20 Master Bedroom The main bedroom walls have a decorative finish of paint with cross glaze by Audrey Sterk, and an
armchair by the window is the place to take them all. Gary always likes chairs in a bedroom, he says. It's nice to retire there, drink your coffee and take care of your messages and e-mails. 13 of 20 Headboard A curtain of räsymatto Marimekko fabric extends over the wall behind Bed 14 of the 20 Desk A 1970 office and an Italian chair from the '50s covered with a sheepskin
throwadd up to a nice working corner. 15 of 20 bathroom For the master bathroom, McBournie chose the Waterworks hardware in the unlaced brass, so that it would stain and age. His goal was to link all the details back to the nautical feeling of the house. 16 of 20 Outdoor Shower The outdoor shower area is accessible via the indoor bathroom. 17 of 20 Porch McBournie added a
large porch that serves as an outdoor and dining space. Lamps made from wire baskets filled with oyster shells are heavy enough to remain put during storms. 18 of 20 Sitting Area New Pillows in Rough 'n Rowdy's all-weather fabric from Perene add comfort to vintage bamboo furniture. 19 of 20 McBournie Garden started working on the garden in the first month after buying the
property. The garden was completed while the house was still under construction. I believe in the French way of doing property, McBournie said. Do the landscaping first, put things first, and then go from there. Located at a hop, skip, and a leap away from a private beach, this miniature bungalow of a golf course by Puget Sound squeezes all the comforts of your home within the
compact confines of a wheeled log booth. Cook up a storm in the stocked kitchen and pantry, curl up with a book on the plush window chair, or look at the stars through the skylight in the sleeping attic. Covered by a quiet garden and sky-sea trees, you are sure to enjoy the daily dose of natural beauty, regardless of the comfortable corner of the dwelling you occupy. Rentals at $90
a night. Thanks to authentic Asian accents, when you enter this oceanside retreat north of San Francisco you feel like you've been transported across the Pacific to Japan. Outdoors, guests can take a cooling bath in a traditional Japanese bathtub, hidden in the hotel's bathroom and framed by a lush bamboo forest. The view from the bedroom is no less inviting, offering quiet views
of the nearby Stinson Beach and its trails. Rentals at $170 a night. If your idea of a dream getaway is to fall asleep to the salty smell of the ocean and the blinding view of the stars, look no further than this unusual accommodation set on a four-acre ratchett. Transformed from a 1930s water tower, the small cabin is full of creature comfort, from its 7-foot seating area to a
comfortable multi-use alcove that houses a full-size bed. The nearby bathroom offers access to both indoor and outdoor showers, so you can freshen up before hitting the sand or rinse the beach's tracks indoors. Rentals at $100 a night. Related to: You'll Never Believe What The S.A. 6 Amazing Homes Used To Be Who The best way to beat the heat this summer may be to head
to a volcano-in particular, the ancient volcanic crater Puu Kikui, which is home to this seaside retreat. Called Lava Rock Hale, round cottage rock lava harnesses the sun to its modern modern power from the indoor solar-powered refrigerator to the outdoor solar-heated shower. Beyond the walls of the Rock Hale lava, the nearby tidal pools, the warm geothermal ponds and the Waa
Waa road, lined with mangoes, make unconventional accommodation a real treatment for the senses. Rentals at $84 a night. Sea lovers and landlubbers alike are welcome to requisition this waterfront retreat in New England for the weekend. Appropriately named Pirate's Cove Cabin packages in facilities, including two hill showers and a queen-size bed, all surrounded by
decorative swords, ships, flagons, and other themed apt icons. When you get tired of your comfortable rooms, retreat to the deck to enjoy the killer views of Cobscook Bay and the strange city of Eastport. Rentals at $95 a night. This charming row of pastel-hued refuges on the edge of Chincoteague Bay offers tourists a host of comfortable comfort that rivals cute exteriors. A
shared room furnished with a plush sofa makes it an ideal place to back off with friends or family, while a accented bedroom with nautical-inspired décor extends the beauty of the bay into your personal indoor oasis. Rentals at $139 a night. Related: Island Living: 20 Tropical B&amp;Bs That Are Only an Airplane Away Not only is Dredge's Cottage lovely, but it is full of historic
flavor, making it an ideal summer sanctuary for both sun worshippers and antique buffs. The interior of the 100-year-old seaside hut is full of relics from the past, from the 1940s and wooden wall tiles to plastic kitchen utensils dating back to the 1960s. Despite the vintage vibe, the small house offers ample facilities for today's tourists, including a barbecue and a four-person hot
hub, all in a beach block. Rentals at $170 a night. The artistic application of warm-tone wood paneling makes putting your foot in this rustic three-bedroom retreat by the soothing seaside and rejuvenating after a day in the Oregon sun. A lively promenade just two blocks from the chalet gives visitors easy access to seaside entertainment. Rentals at $160 a night. Grace Cottage, a
bungalow less than a mile from the popular Rehoboth Beach, brings the outdoors with its soothing colours and sea-inspired décor. From the moment you enter petite property, coral-, seagrass-, and colorful sandy walls and ocean-blue furniture flood the senses with this sense of serenity so many tourists search when the weekend at the beach. Rentals at $199 a night. Related: 16
Strange Awesome Summer Vacation Rentals on Airbnb's best-kept secret on the Big Island is not a five-star resort, but rather this offbeat cabin nestled under a towering ficus in Kealakekua Bay. Perfect for honeymooners or single adventurers, the one-bedroom beachshack, just a short walk from Manini Beach, also features a full kitchen with a wide range and a compact fridge.
Here, sports lovers or outdoor enthusiasts in search of solitude can swim, snorkel, or simply be either to sleep by the sound of slightly crashing waves against the shore. Rentals from $153 per night. For fun on the road or at the beach, kick your feet at this mobile retreat in Malibu. Remodeled 1974 Airstream Overlander trailer offers tons of fun both inside and out. A wood-paneled
interior gives a rustic air to the small space, which offers more than enough space for cooking, dining and folding. Get out and the world is your terrace, while an outdoor shower is ready for a refreshing rinse. Perhaps most importantly, this small silver bullet sits within easy distance of the clean sands and turquoise waters of Zuma Beach. Rentals at $249 a night. Surfboards, water
rope and a splash of vibrant turquoise paint bring a dose of kerb to this 1960s-inspired guesthouse less than a mile from the ocean below. When you're ready to get out of the waves, relax in the sun loungers of the private studio or enjoy a seafood snack at the small table. Rentals at $104 a night. Related: 20 Tiny Backyards We Love Converted from an artist studio into a strange
holiday home with a bedroom, Madrona Cove Cottage is a true testament to the creative spirit. Unique custom windows offer scenic views of Griffin Bay and Merrifield Cove, which you can enjoy while enjoying your morning coffee in the cosy kitchen. A short trip takes you to the beach, where you can fish happily and swim until dark. Rentals at $127 a night. This beach throwback
cottage was completely renovated in 2010, but still fits in pretty nicely among the historic homes that won cape May city designation National Historic Landmark. Although the cottage is a tight squeeze on the inside, the generous outdoor living space encourages visitors to relax under the patio umbrella or move to the lawn to absorb the sun. Rentals from $187 per night. To book
your own personal paradise by the ocean, book a fun weekend at Sand Pebble Cottage, located on a quiet cul-de-sac, 800 metres from the beach. Behind the clean exterior of the modest cabin is a comfortable den for winding up after the day of play. When you're ready to reconnect with nature, splash in the outdoor shower or take to the local attractions and sounds of Dennis
Harbour near the attached deck. Rentals at $69 a night. Related: The best small homes of 2016 Want to step inside old, new, bold, beautiful, weird and wonderful homes around the world? Subscribe to the House Lovers newsletter today! Today!
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